
[irom Roman Republic to Roman Empire
Rome was founded as a small city-state, then became a
republic, and eventually grew into a powerful empire.

• Rome became a republic in 509 B.C. The republic
came to have a democratic government.

• The Roman Republic gained land through conquest.
As the republic grew, so did its army.

• Civil wars destroyed the Roman Republic.
The republic became an empire by 27 B.C.,
led by a single ruler.

• The capital of the republic and the empire was
the city of Rome.

@
The republic first expanded beyond Italy
during wars with its neighboring rival,
Carthage. After Carthage was defeated, the
Romans conquered former allies of Carthage. ,
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146 B.C. Rome destroys Carthage,
ending the Third Punic War.

SAHARA
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1:.'\ Julius Caesar, in red, was a popular general and
'-iIJ politician. His conquest of Gaul allowed him to

overthrow the Senate and become dictator.

Growth of the
Roman Republic

509-44 B.C.

Roman Territory

• Roman Republic in 500 B.C

Gains by 264 B.Co Gains by 133 B.Co Gains by 44 B.C

_ Controlled by Carthage
in 264 B.C

• Roman victory

• Carthaginian victory
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A.D. 100

o Forumo Hall of Recordso Senateo Imperial Palaceo Colosseumo templeo courto meeting hall

~ The Forum, an open area reserved for public gatherings, was the original
\:;1center of Rome. Later, Roman emperors expanded the city center by building

temples, government offices, and entertainment centers.
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~ Ancient armies fought using hand-to-hand
\.:1 combat. The Greeks and Macedonians

used spears and the Romans used swords.
An army would charge at the enemy
trying to break its formations.

By inheritance
or by force

20,000

10,000

It had very little
real power

under the emperor

fi\ Julius Caesar's great-nephew, later called Augustus
\:I Caesar, eliminated the Senate's power by 27 B.C.

As emperor, he and his successors held supreme power.
However by A.D. 41 the Roman Army began
overthrowing emperors.

Cannae
August 2,
216B.C.
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meight of the Roman Empire
After the change from republic to empire, Roman territory
continued to expand. At its height, the Roman Empire ruled
the entire Mediterranean region.

• Strong Roman rulers brought peace and wealth to the
region during a period called "Pax Rornaria."

• Roman roads and sea routes connected the empire.
Long distance trade thrived.

• The Roman Empire included many different cultures.
Trade and a common language helped unite the empire.

t:\ The Roman Empire was rich with
\;I important resources, such as grain and

metal. As the empire grew, the variety
of trade goods increased.

s

A.D. 180 Pax Romana ends as
invaders threaten the empire. R

To Romans, "Africa" and" Arabia" are
provinces, not a continent and a peninsula.
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~ Roman coins were used throughout the empire,
~ making trade easier. Coins also announced an

emperor's achievements, similar to newspaper
headlines.

Expansion and Trade
in the Roman Empire

44 B.C.-A.D. 180

Trade Goods

• Grain

t!! Metals

rJl Marble

Wine

£¥ Cloth

Roman Republic in 44 B.C.

Imperial gains by A.D. 107

Imperial gains by A.D. 180

GAUL Culture region
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demand more goods.
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Contributions of Rome

Ancient Greece and Rome IUNIT 3

Sanitation
• Built aqueducts,large structures ~

to carrywater. _
• Built public baths and sewer

systems.

Construction
• Built large outdoor stadiums

capableof elaborate shows.
• Organizedentrancesand seating

for efficient crowd movement.

Architecture
• Designedlarge,stone domes.
• Createdlarge, indoor spaces

in palaces,temples,and
public baths.

Transportation
• Built a systemof straight,

paved roadsover 50,000
miles long.

• Designedroads using strong
materialsand effective
drainage.

~ The Romans were experts in construction. They developed concrete, a strong, durable building
\:1 material. Many Roman buildings are still standing today, and many roads are still in use.

How Big Was the Roman Empire?

more at
NWHotlos.(om

Ii'Compare this map with map B on page 34.
\:I The Romans ruled the Mediterranean region

and Western Europe for centuries. Also
compare it to the size of the United States.

WRITING & LANGUAGE

Latin Origins of Modern Languages

Why is Latin a
dead language?
When Roman education
collapsed along with the
Roman Empire, simpler,
less formal dialects of Latin
replaced official, formal Latin.
As time went on, these
versions became different
Romance languages.

LATIN MODERN
ENGLISH

tres
nota
ferrum

trois
note
fer

tres
nota
ferro

tres
nota
hierro

tre
notazione

ferro

trei
nota
fier

three
note
iron

~ Latin is no longer spoken, but modern Romance languages are based on Latin. English is not\.::1 a Romance language. Many of its words have Latin roots, but many others do not.
more at
NWHotlos.(om
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udaism and Christianity in the Roman Empire
Judaism and Christianity expanded
throughout the Roman Empire.

• The king of Judea voluntarily joined
the Roman Empire in 63 B.C. However,
many Jews objected to foreign rule.

• Many Jews left Judea for greater
economic opportunities.

• Christianity began as a branch of
Judaism. After Jesus died, his
followers spread through the empire.
As non-Jews joined, Christianity
became its own religion.

• Both Jews and Christians were
persecuted by the Romans. After
two major revolts, the surviving Jews
were expelled from their homeland.

Jewish Migration
During the Roman Empire

63 B.C.-A.D. 300

Jewish revolts, AD. 66-135

Jewish migration route

City with Jewish community by A.D. 300

Area where Jews lived by AD. 300

Roman Empire in AD. 180

Culture region
a 250 500 miles

D
GAUL

250 500 kilometers
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Jews and Christians Under Roman Rule
132-135
After a new revolt,
Jews are barred
from Judea.

392
Christianity is
made official

religion of empire.

About 4 B.C.

Jesus is born.
66-73
Jews revolt.
Jerusalem is
destroyed.

303-312
Persecution
of Christians
intensifies.

1':\ Roman leaders persecuted both Jews and Christians, but Jewish and
"i61 Christian communities continued to spread. Eventually Christianity

became the official religion in the Roman Empire.

"7
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~ After the first Jewish revolt in A.D. 66 and the destruction of Jerusalem'.:I in A.D. 70, many Jews fled Judea. This movement is known as the Jewish
Diaspora.



Spread of Christianity
During the Roman Empire

A.D. 45-300

.-. Paul's missionary journeys

-- Trade route+ City with Christian community by A.D. 100+ City with Christian community by A.D. 300

~ Area where Christians lived by A.D. 300

D Roman Empire in A.D. 180

GAUL Culture region

250 500 miles,

250 500 kilometers

What Is Christianity?
Christianity is based on the teachings
of Jesus Christ, whom Christians
believe is the son of God. Today
Christianity, which began as a branch
of Judaism, has more followers than
any other religion in the world.
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~ Christianity first spread in the eastern Mediterranean region,
\:7 helped by the travels of the early Christian leader Paul. Later

Christian communities were established along important
trade routes in other parts of the Roman Empire.

Ii'Paul was a Jew from Tarsus who converted to Christianity.'.:IHe traveled through the empire as far as Rome, preaching
Christian ideas to non-Jews and establishing Christian
communities. Here he is shown in Athens.
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[jJedine of the Roman Empire
Corrupt rulers and constant wars weakened the
Roman Empire. By the end of the 400s, only the
eastern half of the empire had survived.

• Civilwars, disease, and famine created disorder
throughout the empire.

• At the same time, migrating barbarians from
Europe and Asia invaded the empire. They
claimed land for their own kingdoms.

• In 395 Roman territory was divided into the
Western Empire and the Eastern Empire.

• By 476 the western lands were no longer under
Roman control. The Eastern Empire continued
to thrive.

What is a barbarian?
The word barbarian comes from a Greek insult
to non-Greek speakers. To the Greeks, other
languages were just "bar-bar," or nonsense. The
Romans used the word to describe people. who
were uncivilized, which is how we use it today.

20·W

Roman Empire Splits Apart
A.D. 250-395

DWestern Empire, 395

Eastern Empire, 395

D Lands lost in war or abandoned, 260-275

- Breakaway kingdoms, 260-274

® Capital

',' Spread of plague

SPAIN Culture region
a 400 800 miles
j !

395 Empire is divided.
Both regions have
their own capitals.

I:\. Constantine, shown here being baptized, is known as
"""" the first Christian emperor. He was the last major

emperor to rule the united Roman Empire.

400 800 kilometers

/':'\ Because the empire was too large to govern effectively, it was
\;I divided into western and eastern regions. Each region was led

by its own emperor. The empire was never reunited.
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407 Western
Empire abandons
Britain.

~
By 476 invaders had
conquered most of
the Western Roman
Empire. The Eastern
Roman Empire was
stronger and better
organized. It
continued to resist
invaders long after
the Western Empire
collapsed.

Barbarian Invasions and Migrations
A.D. 350-476

~ Western Empire, 420

Eastern Empire, 420

® Capital

Barbarian invasion or migration

SPAIN Culture region

400 800 miles,
!

400 800 kilometers
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Ii'The Huns terrified both Romans and other barbarians. Tribes
\:I fled from the Huns by invading the empire. A Roman-barbarian

alliance stopped the Huns, but the Western Empire was
effectively destroyed.
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Top 10 Cities, A.D.500

City locations

Rank/City (Modern Country) Population

o Constantinople (Turkey)
f) Ctesiphon (Iraq)e Luoyang (China)o Nanjing (China)
" Antioch (Turkey)o Teotihuacan (Mexico)
8 Carthage (Tunisia)o Rome (Italy)o Alexandria (Egypt)
(Ii) Changan (China)

A By 500 Constantinople had
\.:1 become one of the world's

great cities.

400,000
400,000
200,000
150,000
150,000
125,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
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